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social evils. The puritanic attitude towards popular amusements did not
begin with either the Reformation or the Evangelicals, though these
did their best to put in practice old maxims and to enforce old laws.
Indeed, the recognition of the social value (apart from the military
usefulness) of recreation seems first to have been realized in the later
eighteenth century. The Marine Society learnt the necessity of providing
an outlet for the boys in their ship-school, and arranged that they should
play cricket42 Southey in 1807 (writing as a Spanish visitor to England)
gives early expression to the more modern point of view:
They reproach the Catholic religion with the number of its holidays, never
considering how the want of holidays breaks down and brutalizes the
labouring class, and that where they occur seldom they are uniformly abused.
Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide, the only seasons of festival in England
are always devoted by artificers and the peasantry to riot and intoxication.43
Place regarded with disapproval even a family visit to a wells or tea-
garden on Sunday.
It was my father's custom [he says] as it was that of a vast many others who
were housekeepers, well-doing persons, and persons in business who ought
... to save money, to go to some public garden on a Sunday afternoon to
drink tea, smoke, and indulge themselves with liquor. My father's principal
place of resort was Bagnigge Wells, then standing in the fields.11
Hence we find the magistrates doing their best to put down not only
gaming-houses, bull-baitings, and cock-fighting, but fairs, interludes,
public shows, and minor theatres, and looking askance at wells and
tea-gardens (some of which were certainly most undesirable places),
while grand juries present them as nuisances. The attitude towards the
amusements of the people is well illustrated by the opposition to various
attempts to establish theatres in East London. In 1729 Thomas Odell
opened a playhouse in Great Alie Street, Goodman's Fields. There was
a clamour of protest As the district was inhabited chiefly by working
people, the theatre, it was maintained, would have * very uncomfortable
effects' upon their health, industry, and frugality.
Gentlemen who have no employment may sleep whole days and riot
whole nights.... Compare die life of a careful honest man who is industrious
all day at his trade... spends the evening in innocent mirth with his fendry,
or perhaps with his neighbours or brother tradesmen; sometimes sits an

